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TOPOLOGY AND REAL ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY

SELMAN AKBULUT

Dedicated to the Memory of Gus Efroymson
The problem of solving real polynomial equations long fascinated
people. Starting with a finite number of points on the real line one can
get many complicated spaces as zero sets of polynomials. For example
every closed P.L. manifold occurs as an algebraic set [3]. The main goal
of understanding the topology of algebraic sets is to topologically characterize the image of the forgetful functor
{Algebraic sets} -» {Topological spaces}.
Rather than discussing the history and development of this problem we
simply refer the reader to the surveys ([5], [7]) and instead describe the
program which I developed jointly with H. King towards solving this
problem.
Lets take an algebraic set X i n R3 given by (2x2 H- 2y2 — \){{x — l) 4 —
(x - l) 2 + y2)2 + 2z2 = 0 X looks like this.

By resolving singularities of X or just by inspecting, we see that X is
obtained by a disjoint union of smooth manifolds by doing some identifications. More specifically, X = (Jf =0 F f -/~ where K0, Vl9 V2 are a point,
a circle, and a 2-sphere respectively; ~ indicates that the equator of V2
is folded onto Vl9 and the two points of Vi are folded onto V0 (i.e., identified).
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After inspecting many such examples one begins to see the emergence
of a beautiful topological structure on algebraic sets, namely, smooth
manifolds glued by special fold-maps! Hence the goal is to show that all
algebraic sets are characterized by such structures.
DEFINITION. A topological resolution tower SF = {Vi9 Vji9 p^} is a
collection of smooth manifolds Vi9 i = 0, 1, . . . , n9 union of codimension
one smooth submanifolds (sheets) in general position VH c Vi9 j = 0,
1, . . . , / — 1, and maps/?y,-: VH -> Vj satisfying the following.

( l ) ^ v ( ^ v n Vki)a V„9 for

k<j.

(2) Pkj ° Pa I Vfi n vhi = Pki I vji n vkP for h < j .
(3) pjH\Jm^kVmj) = VH n \Jn*kVmi also if S is a sheet of Vkj then
pjl(S) = VH H [jm^k (some sheets of Vmi).
(4) pH is smooth on each sheet of VH and pj{: VH — (J Ä </^* -» Vj —
(JÄ<yKÄy is a locally trivial fibration.
(5) For every y e VH let y{ = y, yj = pji(y). Then there are local coordinates 6a: (Ua, 0) -> (Ka, j; a ) for a = i, j9 where C/a Ç Rw« = R'«<> x
Rc«i x • • • x Rc«« is an open subset such that:
A) Each coordinate function of Oj1 ° Pa ° 0,(x) is in the form
x
<p( )Uk=ixkk where (p(x) is some smooth function with cp(0) ^ 0.
B)If (xkl9 . . . , x ^ ) are the coordinates of Rc«* c Rw« then 0~\Vka) =
{* e R*| U%xkJ = 0} fi Ua9 and it is 0 if cak = 0.
Even though (5) doesn't seem to be a topological condition, actually
it is; it just says that the maps pj{ are allowed to have only fold-like singularities. Now we will call a topological resolution tower <F = {Vi9 Vji9pj{}
an algebraic resolution tower if each V{ is a nonsingular algebraic set,
the Vji are unions of nonsignular algebraic sets in general position, and
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the pji : Vji -> Vj are entire rational functions. We call the identification
space
\&\ = U Vil* ~ Pji(x),

for xe

VH

f=0

the realization of the resolution tower SF. One can show that \3F\ is a
smooth Thom-stratified space with strata equal to the Ff- - [Jj&Vjj.
Furthermore, if J^ is an algebraic resolution tower, then it turns out that
\SF\ is an algebraic set with the above stratification. Hence we have the
following commutative diagram
j
Algebraic
)
{Resolution towers]

J Topological Ì
"*" [Resolution towers]

IAlgebraic sets

Realization of Topological
resolution towers

where y and f are realization maps SF -» \8F\, and z9 z are the natural
forgetful maps. The main result of [6] says that 7- is onto, f is onto by
definition. To be precise, z is not a well defined map but z or is defined;
since 7* is onto, we loosely talk about z. Hence showing that z' is onto
would slove the main problem of topologically characterizing algebraic
sets, i.e., it would make z onto. We want to emphasize that the surjectivity
of 7- reduces the understanding of singular algebraic sets to the understanding on nonsingular algebraic sets. Philosophically the above diagram
should be seen as relating algebraic geometry to topology as follows.
Algebraic Geometry
Nonsingular
Algebraic geometry

Topology

forget

glue

glue

Singular Algebraic
Geometry

Smooth manifolds

forget

Smooth stratified
spaces

Once surjectivity of z' is established, then the problem of finding algebraic structures on general stratified spaces would reduce to an algebraic
topology problem. Namely, what are the combinatorial topological invariants that characterize the image of the forgetful functor z" where
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(Realization of Topological)
\
resolution towers
J

^
>

JStratifiedi
| spaces J

To prove that r' is onto, one has to show that any topological resolution
tower SF = {Vi9 VH, pj{} comes from an algebraic resolution tower. By
[2] the V{ can be made nonsingular algebraic sets so that the Vj{ a V{
are all nonsingular algebraic subsets for y = 0, 1, 2, . . . , / — 1. The difficulty is to make the maps pJt-: Vjt- -> Vj rational maps. This problem runs
into obstructions, if to begin with, one has not chosen "correct" algebraic
structure on the V/s. This obstruction arises when the chosen algebraic
structure on Vt- does not possess enough algebraic subsets to generate all
the Z2-homology of V{. Therefore we can only show that %' is onto up to
dimension 6. But we believe that r' is onto in general.
Sullivan [8] observed that any algebraic set has to be an Euler space
(i.e., a smooth stratified space such that the link of each stratum has even
Euler characteristic). It turns out that in dimension ^ 2 the image of z
coincides with Euler spaces ([1], [4], [5]) so we have:
Algebraic sets 1
of dimension ^ 2J

( Euler spaces Ì
[of dimension ^ 2J '

In general, starting with a Thom-stratified Euler space X of dimension
n, one can form an obstruction theory to decide whether X lies in the
image of x". First by enlarging the stratification we can assume that
each /-dimensional stratum Xt- has a trivial normal bundle in X. (X{ can
be empty). X = (J?= 0 ^ a n d for non-empty strata we have Xt a Xj if
/ < j . Assume that the complement of Xk has a realization of a topological
tower structure. Then the link Tm-k-i of each component of Xk has this
structure. Let 7jt- denote the /-dimensional cobordism group of realizations
of topological resolution towers, defined in the obvious way. Then the
induced elements [E»-*-i] G Vn-k-i a r e t n e obstructions to extending
the structure to the complement of Xk_x. This is not obvious; it follows
from the nontrivial fact that Ew_ft_i bounds if and only if cone ( 2 » H M L )
has this structure. If one is willing to change the stratification of X in
order to put in these structures, then one gets homology obstructions
(following [9]). We hope to make these more precise in a future paper.
For example in dimension 3 the only obstructions are the obstructions to extending the structure to the vertices of X3. It turns out that
972 = Z£6, hence sixteen characteristic numbers ße, e G Zi determine this
cobordism group. Hence for each component of the 0-stratum x0 e X0,
if we can associate the characteristic numbers ß£(x0) e Z 2 of the link
of x0i then
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|3-dimensionalì
[Algebraic sets)
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( 3-dimensional ß£(x0) = 0, for alii
(Euler spaces X3 XQ e X0 and e
J

The obstructions ß£(xo) a r e easily computable once the stratification of X
is given ; in fact some combinations of /3e(x0)'s a r e topological invariants
(i.e., independent of the stratification). From this one gets the amusing
corollary that the Euler space Xz = Suspension (Y2), where

Y2 =
cannot be homeomorphic to an algebraic set.
Finally we discuss an example to give an idea how to recognize realization of topological tower structures in particular cases. Let Xs = Suspension (Y2) where Y2 is the disjoint union of pinched torus and a point shown
here.

We claim that X = \SF\ for some<F>hence X is homeomorphic to an
algebraic set with this stratification. To see this, glue two copies (S1 x B2)±
of S1 x B2 to T2 x I along the two boundary components of T2 x I
where T2 is a 2-torus. Call this manifold V2 = (S1 x B2)__ (J (T2 x /) (J
(S1 x B2)+. Let V12 = (a x B2)_ [j (a x S1 x I) \J (a x B2)+ where
a e S\Vl2 « S2), and let V02 = (S1 x è)_ U (S 1 x b)+ where b e interior
(B2). Let V1 = S1, V0 = two points, and let V01 be two points of V\.
Let PQI be the identification map, let p02 collapse the two components of
V02 to the two points of V0, let p12 fold the 2-sphere V12 onto an interval
connecting two components of V0i on Vv p12 collapses the circles
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a x S1 x t to the points of Vx. Then it is easily seen that X3 = \&\ where
J5" = { Vi9 VJh Pji}j=Q. In fact Xs has an ,4-structure [3], which is a particular case of this structure.
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NOTE (1984). Now H. King and the author have proved that, after a topological
resolution, every Z2-cycle can be made algebraic. See the preprint A resolution
theorem for Z2-cycle of algebraic sets for the implications,—

